Abstract-In this paper we present the Large Inverse Cholesky (LIC) method, an efficient method for computing the coefficient matrices of a Structural Vector Autoregressive (SVAR) model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Structural Vector Autoregressive (SVAR) Model [1] is widely used for multi-branch signal modelling in the fields of Wireless Communication, Econometrics, Physics, and Multidimensional Audio Signal Processing.
Given x = {x(n)}, the input matrix with M signal branches and length N, we would like to express x in the K-th order vector auto-regressive form in terms of time-invariant MxM matrices L, R i , and intercept vector t, collectively referred to as coefficient matrices, such that the residual w = {w(n)} has an identity covariance matrix I M . The model for SVAR is given as follows:
In this paper we present an efficient method for computation of the model coefficient matrices. In section II we review a widely used method based on least-squares. In section III we propose the Large Inverse Cholesky (LIC) method. In section IV we compare the computational complexity of these methods, followed by concluding remarks in V.
II. LEAST SQUARES BASED METHOD
Least-squares based method uses the reduced-form VAR (RVAR) as an intermediate step in computing the coefficient matrices of SVAR. First, the input matrix x is modelled as an RVAR and the coefficient matrices of RVAR are computed using least-squares. The RVAR model is as follows:
In the above equation, the covariance matrix of v = {v(n)} is a positive-definite symmetric matrix. Equation (2) may be rewritten in the matrix-form as follows:
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, and V ∈ C MxN−K are given as:
In the definition of S, a comma indicates that the next term is concatenated horizontally, thereby increasing the number of columns, while a semicolon indicates that the next term is concatenated vertically, thereby increasing the number of rows.
The parameter matrix of the RVAR model A, and the matrix V may be found using the least-squares method as:
Next, the RVAR model is converted to its equivalent SVAR model by multiplying the RVAR model equation (2) with the inverse-Cholesky based whitening filter of V . From comparison of equations (1) and (2) we note that the inverse-Cholesky filter is L, i.e. V V
H . Therefore, the coefficient matrices of SVAR may be computed from the coefficient matrices of RVAR by multiplying them with L.
III. LARGE INVERSE CHOLESKY METHOD
Large Inverse Cholesky method computes the coefficient matrices of SVAR directly using an inverse-Cholesky of T T H , where T ∈ C (M(K+1)+1)x(N−K) defined as follows:
. . .
Let U be the lower-triangular inverse-Cholesky of T T H , then we have:
Let index variables:
then, the coefficient matrices of the SVAR model are given by:
With i = 1 . . . K. We can easily verify that the coefficient matrices computed by the least-squares method and the LIC method are equivalent. Let R = [t, R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R K ], and let the last M rows of U be the matrix W , then we have W = [−R, L] and T = [S; X]. From equation (11) we have:
Upon simplification:
which is readily identified as the equivalent of least-squares based method. A MATLAB compatible algorithm without optimization is given below, the full program may be downloaded from the MATLAB Central File Exchange from [4] . 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
For computing the complexity, we consider the number of multiplies for each operation.
It is assumed that on modern DSP processors, the Multiplyaccumulate (MAC) instruction hides the additions that are performed in each step. Further, where the output of matrix multiplies result in symmetric matrices, the number of multiplies is chosen as half of the conventional value. The computational complexity for Cholesky decomposition and inversion is chosen for an NxN matrix at the most efficient value of N 3 /2.
